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Colfe’s Year 7 Entrance Assessment for 2022 entry 

Frequently Asked Questions 

 

What is the date and time of the assessment? 

The 11+ assessment will take place on Thursday 6 January and candidates will spend the best part of 

the day at Colfe’s. 

 

What is the format of assessment day? 

Maths and English (no Reasoning paper): 

• Maths – 30 minutes 

• SPAG – 10 minutes 

• Reading – 25 minutes 

• Writing – 30 minutes  

Approximately 1 hour 45 minutes in total (with breaks) + 25% for extra time candidates. 

Candidates will be invited into Colfe’s to sit the assessment on a school device and participate in 

several taster sessions later in the day.  

In preparation for the assessment, a short online familiarisation exercise will be sent, along with a 

candidate pack, which also contains more information about what to expect on the day. 

 

Why isn’t there a Verbal or Non-Verbal Reasoning paper? 

We feel that we can appropriately assess a child’s academic ability based on their performance in our 

own mathematics and English papers without the need for an additional Reasoning test.  

 

I am concerned about the writing task and my child’s typing ability, what if they can’t 

type? 

We have taken into account the fact that touch typing ability will vary amongst candidates. The task 

is shorter than the usual hand-written test. The marking scheme for the writing test will award 

points for authorial voice, vocabulary and creativity over such things punctuation, spelling – allowing 

for typos etc.  

 

What happens if my child needs to isolate on the day of the assessment? 

If your child needs to isolate on the day but is well enough to sit the assessment, they may do so 

from home with a remote invigilator. 

Technical requirements at home: 

• a desktop/laptop PC with operational web camera that can face the candidate and a 

microphone  

• reliable connection to the internet  

• a web browser – Chrome or Edge (Safari is not recommended)  

 

iPads and other tablet/mobile devices are not suitable for this assessment. 
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How will remote invigilation work? 

Your child will be given a Microsoft Teams account for the exam. They will be in a team with other 

candidates. Cameras will remain on, with an invigilator based at Colfe’s monitoring the candidates 

for the duration of the assessment. 

 

I have concerns about my child’s SEN, what support do you offer during the 

assessment? 

The test has been formulated to accommodate all candidates – including SEN. 

Candidates who are eligible for extra-time or who require a reader, scribe or 1-2-1 will be 

accommodated. Please email admissions@colfes.com should you have any further questions 

regarding SEN. 

 

What if my child is unwell on the day? 

We can accommodate a slip date for those candidates who may be unwell on the day of the 

assessment. Please be aware that candidates who sit the exam at a different time to 6 January 2022 

will not be eligible for an academic scholarship. 
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